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Meet Pepper Kane … a sassy ex-reporter, cowgirl, mother of wayward adult kids and daughter of aged
parents, who’s putting her brand on a new career in the romantic, mystery-filled modern American West. She
has an eye for clues others overlook, and a talent for riding down the deadliest criminals – and lovers.
SADDLE TRAMPS Trading her reporter’s ID badge for the vocations of selling horse tack and showing
horses, Pepper enjoys her new life and friends in Oregon’s Rogue River Valley. While line-dancing with her
Brassbottom Barn buddies one night, she learns a prize show horse has been killed. A suspect herself, she
must find the killer before the killer closes in on her. Upping the urgency is that she, her horse and her barn
buddies travel from Oregon to California for a do-or-die event to qualify for the World Open Western Show
in Texas. Pepper also seeks an answer to her heart’s question about her elusive lover, Lakota-tribal
policeman Sonny Chief. Refusing to be intimidated, Pepper uncovers fellow competitors’ secrets --one
compelling enough to kill for – while finding an answer for her heart.
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From reader reviews:

Bradley Smith:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite e-book and reading a e-book. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem; you
can add your knowledge by the publication entitled Saddle Tramps. Try to stumble through book Saddle
Tramps as your friend. It means that it can for being your friend when you experience alone and beside
regarding course make you smarter than before. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you far
more confidence because you can know everything by the book. So , we should make new experience as
well as knowledge with this book.

Jamie Treat:

In other case, little folks like to read book Saddle Tramps. You can choose the best book if you want reading
a book. Provided that we know about how is important some sort of book Saddle Tramps. You can add
expertise and of course you can around the world by a book. Absolutely right, since from book you can learn
everything! From your country till foreign or abroad you will be known. About simple point until wonderful
thing it is possible to know that. In this era, we can easily open a book or perhaps searching by internet
product. It is called e-book. You can use it when you feel bored stiff to go to the library. Let's study.

James Babb:

Do you have something that you want such as book? The publication lovers usually prefer to decide on book
like comic, short story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not striving Saddle Tramps that give your fun
preference will be satisfied by means of reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world can be said
as the means for people to know world considerably better then how they react towards the world. It can't be
said constantly that reading addiction only for the geeky individual but for all of you who wants to become
success person. So , for all you who want to start examining as your good habit, you could pick Saddle
Tramps become your personal starter.

Peggy Young:

You may get this Saddle Tramps by go to the bookstore or Mall. Only viewing or reviewing it could to be
your solve trouble if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this reserve are various. Not only by
simply written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book by simply e-book. In the modern era like
now, you just looking from your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your
own personal ways to get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange you to
ultimately make your knowledge are still change. Let's try to choose right ways for you.
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